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Abstract: A competitive advantage is an element of long-term success, seen as a determinant of survival anddevelopment in a long term. Highly competitive markets aimed at reducing cost and continuously satisfyingcustomers, therefore, the effectiveness and efficiency of Logistics Service Providers in delivering their service isfundamental to sustain and compete in the market. Competitive advantage is a kind of distinction, that ensures LSPsbetter results, and which can be realized by means of carefully chosen strategy of competition. In addition, bothglobalization and liberalization have led to many competitors entering the market which resulted to global LSPsincreased and created a great pressure on logistics systems, which makes inevitable changes for local LSPs. TheLSPs must increase values to their customers by providing logistics service more efficiently than their competitors.This study attempts to investigate the logistics resources as a source for competitive advantage in this industry. Thesemi-structured interviews with top managers were conducted at five Logistics Service Provider firms. The findingindicated that LSPs have acquiring physical, management expertise, technology, relational and organizationalresources in their firms. However, management expertise and relational resources are more significant impacttowards to the competitive advantage for LSPs.
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1. Introduction

*Highly competitive markets aimed at reducingcost and continuously satisfying customers,therefore, the effectiveness and efficiency ofLogistics Service Providers (LSPs) in delivering theirservice is fundamental to sustain and compete in themarket. Previous studies have also reported thatmany LSPs failed to grant expected cost reductions,meet the increasing demand for extensive logisticsservices, trustworthy relationship, geographicalcoverage and advanced information technology(Langley & Capgemini, 2007).Logistics services has been outsourced andincreased dramatically in recent years almost at anexponential rate (Briggs et al., 2009). Walsh (2009)reported that the global logistics market had a size of$804.6 billion in 2007 and this market size isestimated to increase to 29.3% in 2012 andequivalent to a size of $1040.6 billion. Despite thegrowth of this industry, Langley and Cap Gemini(2007) in the study on the LSPs found thatsatisfaction with the performance of LSPs inemerging markets was lower than satisfactionmeasured across all markets.Both globalization and liberalization have led tomany competitors entering the market. As a result,the global LSPs increased and created a greatpressure on logistics systems. This scenario makeschanges inevitable for the local LSPs. As the logisticsindustry become more competitive, it is therefore,
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important for these LSP firms to distinguishthemselves from other competitors. As their servicesare restricted within home market, they shouldstrive to extend their services abroad if they want tocreate a name for themselves internationally. Lu(2000) mentioned that if firms aim to gaincompetitive advantage over their rival, they mustincrease values to their customers by providingactivities more efficiently than their competitors.
2. Logistics resources

2.1. Physical resourceLSPs required the physical resource to supportlogistics services and administration but they havenot been conceptualized and measured for LSPs.Physical resource refers to the facilities andequipment for warehousing, inventory andtransportation (Stefansson, 2006) for LSPs.However, some scholars refer the physical resourcesas the Information Technology (IT) infrastructures,such as value-added logistics service (Lai, 2004)logistics ICT (Chapman et al., 2003) and physical IT-assets, as physical resources which enable logisticsfacilities as competitive advantage.LSPs have to gain access to these resources tomaintain the control of logistics activity and toimprove the reliability and speed of delivery (Wong& Karia, 2010). Since it would be one of the mostcompetitive resources for LSPs, it is important for
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physical resources are valuable for the movementsof goods from one point to another because it wouldallow LSPs to perform activities of the movement ofgoods. Previous studies suggest that physicalresources have resulted in considerable savings suchas decreased inventories, decrease in warehouseoperations and transportation costs and increaseddelivery performance (Stefansson, 2006).
2.2. Management expertise resourceManagement expertise resources are crucial todetermine the LSP performance (Ellinger et al.,2008). For example, firm requires sufficient skilled,knowledge and experienced employees to carry outand perform the task. Study by (Lin, 2008) of 142LSPs in Taiwan found that quality of human resourceis significant to technology adoption. This findingsupports previous arguments by (Lai, 2005) that thelack of expertise in IT and employee knowledge arepotential barriers for LSPs in adopting andimplementing IT. Other scholar (Mentzer et al.,2004) proposed that management skills, knowledge,and logistics expertise are intangible resourceswhich lead to capabilities.In the logistics literature, there were highlightedmany component for the management expertiseresources. It includes skills, experience andeducation; knowledge resources, hiring managementexpertise, and provision of training and education.Some scholars (Poist et al., 2001) consider firmshiring or recruiting people who have new skills,knowledge and quality as management expertiseresources. Some scholars also recognizedmanagement expertise as one of a key success factorfor third party logistics provider (Murphy & Poist,2000) albeit there have not been established inlogistics literature yet. They recognize the need forproviders to employ experienced professionals tomanage supply chains. Whilst (Chapman et al., 2003)refer to knowledge as new knowledge or expertise asmanagement expertise resources for LSPs creatingit's to service innovation.
2.3. Technology resourceIn the logistics literature, technology resourcerefers to advanced technology, advanced equipment,information equipment, resources and informationsystems and improvement in informationtechnology. In addition, firms keeping pace withinformation age or up-to-date technology via theinternet are also referred to technology resources(Chapman et al., 2003). Another scholar Yang et al.(2009) indicates others technology resources thatcan be considered are information equipmentresources such as EDI facilities, internet servicefacilities, and cargo tracking system facilities astechnology resources. The conceptualization andmeasurement of information equipment resourceswere reliable when study conducted on 123Taiwanese shipping containers.

LSPs are giving a lot of attention on technologyresources as it enabling information to be accessedand used by various parties in the logistics networkto enhance logistics performance (Brah & Lim, 2006)and they are important for LSPs to acquire, processand transmit information for achieving effectivedecision making (Sanders & Premus, 2005). Study byLai et al. (2005) found that technology resourcesenable LSPs quickly access important information.Their study is also indicates that most LPSs haveadopted logistics information systems so that theycan integrate all information in order to enablemanagement in monitoring inventory at all locationsthroughout the supply chain with multiplewarehouses in multiple countries.In the earlier study of 232 LSP firms in HongKong, Lai (2004) concludes that LSPs who have ahigh level of technology resources such as trackingand tracing shipment information, web-basedlinkages, receiving/sending shipment notices can beconsidered as a technology-enabled for LSPs. In thisstudy, it confirms that the above conceptualizationand measurement of technology-enabled logisticsservice were reliable.
2.4. Relational resourceThe importance of cooperative relationshipsbetween LSPs and suppliers and customers has beenrecognized in the logistics literature (Chapman et al.,2003; Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2003; Panayides & So,2005). In logistics literature, relational resources arereferring to close relationships with tradingpartners, cooperation, collaboration, informationsharing and trust, relationship orientation andrelationship networks.Other scholar emphasizes that the focus oncustomer needs requires a firm to gain acomprehensive understanding of the buyer’s entirevalue chain through developing relational networks(Chapman et al., 2003).  Suggestion made by(Murphy & Poist, 2000) where in order to anticipatecustomer needs and deliver solutions to problems,firms should be collaborative between parties. Bydoing this exercise, it allows providers and users tohave effective and ongoing communication throughshared ideas, information, mutual understandingand working together as a team.Relational resources should be conceptualized asLSPs ability to build close relationships withcustomers and suppliers through collaboration andcommunication to coordinate, share relevantinformation and understand customer needs. Theseenable LSPs to improve firm performance and leadto firm competitive advantage. It supports otherauthors where relational resources allow LSPs tocoordinate business activities with trading partnerssuch as suppliers, manufacturers, distributioncenters, customers and logistics service providers(Sanders & Premus, 2005).
2.5. Organizational resource
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The conceptualization of organizational resourceshas to be measured and constructed as it helps LSPto competence in its business process to organize itsorganization and improve its effectiveness inproviding logistics services capability. It woulddevelop through policy/procedures, developingsystem and routines/practices to emphasizecustomer orientation so that LSPs are able todevelop and achieve strategies and objectives intoroutines and practices, which may enhance theircompetitive advantage. In addition, some scholarsalso consider strategic or capacity planning,operation strategy, reputation, corporate imageresource as organizational resources which mayhave a positive impact on strategy and the objectivesof an LSP (Brah & Lim, 2006; Yang et al., 2009).Studies by (Brah & Lim, 2006) consider topmanagement leadership, strategic planning,customer focus, quality focus, information systemand analysis and human resources as organizationalresources that lead to firm performance. Meanwhile,(Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2003) identify that strategicand capacity planning allow small 3PL in Hong Kongachieve firm performance. Some logistics scholarsrefer to total organizational involvement (Murphy &Poist, 2000), organizational encouragement (Lin,2008) and managerial involvement (Lai et al., 2008)as organizational resources.
3. Competitive advantageThe competitiveness of LSP is the ability toachieve and maintain an advantage over theirmarket rivals, it allows identifying it with thecompany's ability to present in the market acompetitive offer comparing to others, which gives agood basis for analysing a competitiveness of a LSPby identifying the factors that determine theircompetitive advantage achievement. Under the RBV,a competitive advantage is conceptualized as theimplementation of a strategy that is currently notused by competing firms, which helps reduce costs,exploit market opportunities, and neutralizecompetitive threats (Barney, 1991). A firm thatattains a competitive advantage, whether based onoffering the same benefits at a lower cost orproviding greater benefits at the same cost, will beable to improve its performance in a way thatcompetitors cannot match (Newbert, 2008).The aim of a competitive advantage is to be amore attractive partner for customers than othercompanies in the market. It is the factor of success,which is having a relative nature and is possible tobe determined in the market context. When a LSPhas a competitive advantage, it means that they havesomething that others do not have, they dosomething better than others or do something thatothers cannot.Competitive advantage is the extent to which afirm is able to gain and retain a dominant positionover its competitors through creating value for itscustomers (McGinnis & Vallopra, 1999). It comprisescapabilities that allow a firm to differentiate itself

from its competitors and is an outcome of criticalmanagement decisions (Tracey, Vonderembse & Lim,1999). Tracey et al. (1999) identify quality, cost,delivery, and flexibility as important competitivecapabilities. Some logistics literature has suggestedthe existence of direct or indirect relationshipsbetween various resources and advantages of LSPs(Wong & Karia, 2010).
4. Research methodSemi-structure face-to-face interview consumedappropriately 45 minutes to one hour each wereconducted to the LSPs. All interviewees held the topposition in their respective organization. In total, fivetop managerial personnel were interviewed.Interviews were recorded and transcribed whileinterviewees were guarantees of personalconfidentiality. The interview session held at theirrespective office.Formal invitation had been sent to them for theinterview appointment, looking for their approvaland time availability. There are eight LSPs wereapproached. However three of them refused toparticipate in the study with their own reason.Eight questions had been set for all participants.Questions are directly related to the participantinformation, company background, physicalresource, management expertise resource,technology resource, relational resource andorganizational resource. It is also questions oncompetitive advantage of LSPs.
5. FindingsThe study starts with a discussion of thedemographic profiles and goes on to analyze thelogistics resources of LSP firms toward to thecompetitive advantage.
5.1. Participant information and company
backgroundThe managers involved with the study are thosewith the top position in their respective company.One of them was General Manager, two SeniorManagers, and the other two were Manager. Four ofthem had served with the company for more than 10years, while the last was served with the companybetween 8-10 years.In term of the company background, there wasonly one company with more than 200 employees,two of them were between 51-100 employees andthe other two were between 11-50 employees. All ofthe companies were operated LSP operations formore than 10 years with four of them wereMalaysian owned company, while the anothercompany was Government-link company. Most of thecompanies rendered their logistics service within allregions including Sabah and Sarawak except onecompany was only focused within Klang Valley.
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Details of the information are as per highlighted inTable 1.
Table 1: Participant and company backgroundItem Firm #1 Firm #2 Firm #3 Firm #4 Firm #5Position held General Manager Senior Manager Senior Manager Manager ManagerYear of service > 10 years > 10 years > 10 years > 10 years Between 8-10yearsNo of employee 11-50 persons 51-100 persons 51-100 persons > 200 persons 11-50 personsType of company Malaysian ownedcompany Malaysian ownedcompany Malaysian ownedcompany Government-linkcompany Malaysian ownedcompanyYear of LSPoperations 30 years 24 years 38 years 25 years 10 years

Geographiccoverage
Southern,Northern, EastCoast, KlangValley, Sabah,Sarawak

Southern, EastCoast, KlangValley, Sabah,Sarawak Klang Valley Southern,Northern, EastCoast, KlangValley
Southern,Northern, EastCoast, KlangValley, Sabah,Sarawak

5.2. Physical resourceThe LSPs are focused on physical resourceexpansion. For example, most of LSPs have severalbranches or agencies in order to render fast serviceto the customers. In order to sustain in this industry,the LSPs have capable to provide wide range oftransportation modes and distribution channel.“[…..] We then managed to increase number ofwarehousing and other logistics facilities in order tooffer full package of logistics service to thecustomer….” (Firm #1)“We expanded our service from year-to-year.This is important for us to maintain existingcustomers and attract new customers by renderingthe logistics service with the good condition ofphysical logistics facilities” (Firm #2)
5.3. Management expertise resourceFrom the interview session, it is apparent that allLSPs have been continuously developing andenhancing their employees. The most commonmanagement expertise resource that emphases bythe LSPs are 1) the ability of employees to respond ofunforeseen events during transit of cargo; 2)employees skill in handling the logistics system; 3)the firm provides training to upgrade logisticspersonnel; 4) high level of responsiveness to meetother’s department need; and 5) recruit staff withgood communication skill.“From the very beginning of our operations, weemphasized on the management expertise in orderto deliver good service to the customers. We stronglybelieved that the human resources are important forus to run our business”. (Firm # 3)“[….] Our employee able to responds on thecustomer’s request. Most customers required us toprovide the feedback with accurate information sothat their cargoes can be monitored effectively….”(Firm #4)
5.4. Technology resource

Technology resources are operationalized as thecapabilities of information systems and technologyfacilities to integrate with internal and externalprocesses. It was noted that LSPs are increasinglyleveraging on technology such as electronic datainterchange, hardware, and communicationtechnology to reduce costs, increase productivityand improve customer services.“[….] IT provides real-time visibility of demandforecast information, inventory levels, productionschedules, and material flows. With that, the processof logistics operations can be delivered efficiently”(Firm #2)“The use of technology in logistics is valuable inhelping LSPs to monitor status of inventory, improveutilization of transport vehicles and warehouses,eliminate duplication of effort in performing variouslogistics activities, and complete delivery taskstimely and effectively” (Firm #5)
5.5. Relational resourceLSPs emphasized that the focus on customerneeds requires a firm to gain a comprehensiveunderstanding of the buyer’s entire value chainthrough developing relational networks. Theseenable LSPs to improve firm performance and leadto firm competitive advantage. Most LSPs suggestedthat the following relational resource should beimplemented in the LSPs: 1) managing informationflows throughout the channel of distribution; 2)effective working relationship with the customers;3) coordinate logistics activities with customers,suppliers and other channel members; 4) effectivelinkage with related industries’ information system;and 5) develop formal contract terms.“[...] We have attempted to build up collaborativerelationships with their customers. It is appeared tobe the main reason for the success in winning newcontracts and securing long-term or continuity ofcontract….” (Firm #1)“To maintain in this business, our firm isestablished good rapport with customers andsuppliers”. (Firm # 3)“ In term of relational resources, it is not onlyuseful for access to customers, it is also a quick-win
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strategy to swiftly access to physical, informationand knowledge resources”. (Firm #5)
5.6. Organizational resourceOrganizational resources are required tosynthesize strategy and objectives of LSPs intopractices or routines. It is important for LSPs inorder to understand their performance, to organizeand improve organization and effectiveness and toachieve LSP strategies and objectives.“Organizational resources are more on corporatestrategy and image; and need top managementcommitment to resource acquisition andcontinuously improve in the logistics industry” (Firm#2)“[….] Within our firm, logistics planning is wellcoordinated with the overall strategic planningprocess…” (Firm #3)
5.7. Competitive advantageSome LSPs may excel in performing capabilitiesat the operational level, while others may haveexcellent capabilities demonstrating at strategic ornetworking levels. In this study, there are certainfactors being identified by LSPs to measure thecompetitive advantage namely 1) Logistics servicedifferentiation; and 2) Logistics cost leadership.These can been seen through made by theparticipants as follows:“If we need to sustain our performance in themarket and to be competitive advantage in thisindustry, the LSP has able to deliver services withconsistent quality compared to its competitors”.(Firm #1)“[…] Our firm able to promptly handle thecustomers complaint at any time and our logisticsservices allow our customers to add value on theservices……….. In the meantime, LSP has to offer acompetitive price on the service render to thecustomer”. (Firm #2)“[…] We always provide our distribution serviceat low distribution cost”. (Firm #3)“[…] Our logistics services are customized tomeet the need of our customers with the flexibleprice”. (Firm #4)“In order to determine the competitiveadvantage indicators, we believe that thecombination of logistics service differentiation andlogistics cost leadership are two importantcomponent required in this industry. This is becausewe have to understand that the competitiveadvantage is a firm able to gain and retain adominant position over its competitors. (Firm #5)
6. ConclusionAmong the five dimensions of logistics resources,management expertise and relational resource hadsignificant towards competitive advantage. Thefindings suggest that the LSP firms required

enhancing the management expertise such as skilledand knowledge employees for both management andnon-management. This result is in line with (Ellingeret al., 2008; Lin, 2008; Lai, 2005). Managementexpertise resource is crucial to determine the LSPperformance and competitive advantage (Ellinger etal., 2008). This is to show that human resources arecritical logistics resource since the logistics service isdealing with the people business (Zineldin, 2004).The participants also agreed the role of relationalresource in logistics resource as a source ofcompetitive advantage for LSPs. This result issupported the study by Sander & Premus (2005) thatLSPs should coordinate business activities byestablishing the cooperative relationships with thecustomers and suppliers. These enable LSPs toimprove firm performance and lead to firmcompetitive advantage. Relational resources werealso established via horizontal alliances becauseLSPs realized the need to cooperate with otherservice providers (Lieb and Bentz, 2005).In term of competitive advantage indicators,service differentiation and cost leadership are twoimportant dimensions as there would be importanttools to measure the competitive advantage of theLSP firms. This result was supported the study byFugate et al., 2010; Wang and Lawani, 2007;Daugherty et al., 2011; Lai, 2006; Lai 2008; Raslton,2013. Both dimensions are providing an edge overthe competition.
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